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FLASHING
High Performance, Liquid-Applied Flashing System

ALSAN Flashing is a unique polyurethane bituminous resin specifically
formulated for liquid-applied flashings, other details and maintenance
applications. ALSAN Flashing utilizes a reinforcement that, in combination
with its unique chemistry, provides an extremely durable and easy to apply
flashing solution. The variety of suitable substrates, including concrete, wood,
masonry, metal, granule and sand-surfaced Modified Bitumen membranes
and PVC pipe, make ALSAN Flashing extremely versatile.

ADVANTAGES
■

Conforms easily to any geometry or irregular shapes

■	Quick

curing, seamless flashings with the ability to match a granule
cap sheet

■	Single
■

component flashing solution, no catalyst needed or wasted product

Great for quick, cost effective repairs

PRODUCT DETAILS
PROPERTIES

VALUE

AVAILABLE SIZES

1 or 5 gallon pails

WORKING TEMP

40 - 95°F

NEXT LAYER

2 hours

RAIN PROOF

2 -12 hours

FULLY CURED

3 days

* T imes provided are at 68 ̊F (ambient & surface temperature) 5 degrees above dew point. All working and cure times are approximate

and may vary upon wind, humidity and ambient/surface temperatures.
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
1

2

Pre-cut and dry fit fleece, prior to application.
Tape all perimeters of penetration detail two
inches beyond fleece terminations.

3

Apply ALSAN Flashing liberally with a brush
at a rate of 2 gal/sq to the pipe, wrap the
fleece around pipe or penetration and coat
with an additional layer of ALSAN Flashing.

4

Apply ALSAN Flashing to the taped off field
area at a rate of 2 gal/sq, lay fleece into
the first coat and apply second coating of
ALSAN Flashing. Remove the tape.

Once cured, apply a final coating of ALSAN
Flashing at a rate of 2 gal/sq to the pipe and
field, extending approximately one inch past
the previous coat.

5

Contact DERBIGUM Technical Services Department
for complete application instructions and details.

While it is not required, if desired, granules
may be broadcast into the final coat of
ALSAN Flashing to match the cap sheet.
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